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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

This paper considers what governance system would put humanity on a path which reaches 
Net Zero fast enough to avoid dangerous climate change. Its context: 

1. Decarbonising the global economy must be accelerated. Decarbonisation soon will be 
cheaper than Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) in the future. That said, for some hard to 
abate emissions CDR will be the only option. Further, changes in the natural 
environment, particularly permafrost thawing and emitting methane, are likely to 
increase the need for CDR. 

2. So the IPCC and IEA advise massive expenditure on CDR will be required to avoid 
dangerous climate change. CDR, however, is currently on a small scale and there is no 
adequate mechanism to pay for it to be scaled up. 

3. The following initiatives provide steps in the direction of a solution: 
a. WBCSD/WRI have asked for views1 on amending the GHG Protocol. 
b. ISSB and other standard setters will issue Sustainability Standards for Climate 

this year. 
c. The UN Secretary General’s High Level Expert Group on Net-Zero 

Commitments by Non-State Actors (NSAs)2.  

This paper reviews options for improving governance. It concludes the key action currently 

missing is decarbonizing Products. Net Zero Products will lead to Net Zero NSAs and Net 

Zero countries. It proposes two Market Mechanisms. 

PROPOSAL 1:  Carbon Added Cost: Market Mechanism to impact current transactions: 
Introduce Carbon Added Cost (C-AC) accounting for GHG emissions 
embodied in Products (Section 3.1). This will be a Value Added Tax (VAT) type 
system applying the ‘Polluter Pays PrincipleA’ for NSAs which emit GHGs to pay 
for the cost of CDR. The result is: 

• NSAs are motivated to decarbonize to keep their Products competitive 
when C-AC is priced in. 

• Consumers are motivated to buy less carbon intense Products when C-AC 
is priced in. 

Note: C-AC is not a tax. Rather, it is getting GHG emitters to pay for the cost of 
removing these GHGs from the atmosphere. It can be implemented in 
manageable steps starting with quantities, then adding shadow prices and 
finally paying for CDR Credits. 

PROPOSAL 2:  Net Zero Viability: Market mechanism to cause substantive long-term 
planning for Net Zero:  
Requiring NSAs to consistently substantiate the economic viability of their 
pathway to net zero. In particular, ISSB’s Climate Standard should include a 
default method for NSAs to substantiate they have an economically viable 
pathway to operate at Net Zero by the year for which they have made a Net 
Zero commitment. (Section 3.2) 

The paper notes how the recommended changes can be introduced incrementally in Section 3.4. The 

benefits from successfully implementing the recommendations are considered in Section 3.5. Finally, 

 
1 See End Note ‘D’. 
2 See End Note ‘J’. 
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in Section 3.6, it notes further study is required on Validating CDR Credits,  Assurance, Talent 

(ensuring sufficient experts to implement the proposals), data sharing and data management; and, 

economic opportunities in the ‘circular economy’ created by valuing embodied carbon. 

 

2.0 BACKGROUND 

This paper has been written together with a paper responding to the WBCSD and WRI’s 
consultationB on how the GHG Protocol should be amended. This consultation response (see 
Attachment 1) recommends five amendments to the GHG Protocol which enable this paper’s 
two proposals.  
 

2.1 WHY are the proposals made? 

Considerations: 

1. Countries are failing to decarbonize fast enough to avoid dangerous climate change. 

The 2015 UNFCC Paris Agreement is to avoid dangerous climate change by keeping 
global mean surface temperature increase to less than 2.0°C and aim for 1.5°C by 
Countries making Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs) to decarbonize. 
Countries, however, are failing to do this. Per the UNEP their unconditional NDCs will 
result in temperatures increasing by about 2.6°C by 2100C. This will severely degrade 
Earth’s life-carrying capacity. 

2. The IPCCD advises substantial CDR will be required.3 requiring massive expenditure on 
CDR.4  Similarly, the IEA’s October 2021 reportE  estimates 7.8 Gt per annum of Carbon 
Capture and Storage will be required by 2050 to achieve Net Zero.  
The question: ‘What is a valid CDR Credit?’ is listed as an area for further study in 
Section 3.6 of this paper. 

3. Current small-scale projects to sequester carbon will expand into an industry 
spending a significant % of global GDP. Signs of things to come: 

• The Smith School at Oxford has just published the first of what it expects to be 
regular ‘State of CDR Reports’F. It gives similar numbers to the IPCC. It notes that 
there is little scope for increasing the current 2Gt/year CDR from conventional 
land sinks such as forests and cropland. Instead, novel methods must be increased 

 
3 The IPCC advice: Substantial CDR is required to reach Net Zero in time to keep temperatures below 2.0°C.  

Further, the IPCC’s projected pathways for keeping global warming below 2.0°C envisage reaching global Net 
Zero by 2050 will be followed by a period when a significant amount of Carbon Dioxide drawdown from the 
atmosphere. For example IPCC AR6 WG3 Chapter 12.3 Cross Chapter Box 6 (pages 12-40) gives a a median 
scenario requiring 7.8Gt/year by 2050 and 14.2 by 2100 

Rough calculations based on numbers in the IPCC’s AR6 report suggest this removal will cost significantly more 
than 1% of global GDP by 2050. This is a burden which future generations will have to bear as a result of our 
generations failure to decarbonize fast enough. (The intergenerational inequity of this is not covered in this 
paper.) 
4 To be acceptable CDR Credits must be effectively permanent and must be assured. For example, the rule might 
be set that assurance can be given that there is a high probability that they will lock away carbon for more than 
1,000 years.   

Carbon Dioxide Avoidance credits are not acceptable as, by definition, there are no emissions to be avoided 
once the economy is at Net Zero. 
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by a factor of around 1,400 from their current 0.02Gt/year level.  These include 
Rock Weathering; Making Products which embody carbon long-term; Bio-energy 
Carbon Capture and Storage; and Direct Air Carbon Capture and Storage. 

• Frontier has recently been set up to develop Advanced Market Commitments for 
CDR (see Attachment 3). 

• Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (ADNOC), whose CEO Sultan Ahmed Al-Jaber, 
will be the President of COP28, have committed to increase its CCS capacity to 5 
million tonnes a year by 2030 as part of a US$15b investment in low carbon 
technologyG. 

Given these considerations, how can global governance be reformed to accelerate 
decarbonization and raise the money to pay for CDR? Possible answers: 

1. Action by the UNFCC: Reform the UNFCCC process so that countries deliver faster 
decarbonization and pay for CDR. 

2. Action by Non-State Actors (NSA): Devise governance which causes NSAs to 
accelerate decarbonization and pay for CDR. 

3. Create Market Mechanisms based on the embodied carbon in Products to motivate 
all market participants (NSAs and consumers) to decarbonize and pay for CDR. 

Reviewing each of these three options: 

1. Action by the UNFCCC: It is now over 30 years since the Rio Earth Conference created 
the UNFCCC. Progress has been slow and GHG emissions continue to increase. The 
slow progress is partly due to the need for unanimous approval of all decisions. While 
the UNFCCC will remain important, the risks climate change now poses, makes it 
reckless to depend solely on it. 

2. Action by Non-State Actors (NSA): Current initiatives to increase action by NSAs this 
include: 

• The UN Secretary General’s High Level Expert Group on Net-Zero Commitments 
by Non-State Actors)H has made recommendations on what Businesses, Financial 
Institutions, Cities and Regions) was launched at COP27. 

• Three accounting standard setters plan to issue ‘Climate’ standards during 2023. 
ISSB, with IOSCO’s support, plans to provide a global baseline standard. The 
European Union plans to upgrade its Corporate Sustainability Reporting Standard 
to provide more rigorous standards building on this baseline. The US SEC is also 
working on a Climate Standard.  

• Two significant difficulties in implementing the ISSB’s proposed standard are: 
o How to account for Scope 3 emissions.  See GHG Consultation response 

Appendix B. 
o How NSAs can provide reasonable assurance that they can achieve the 

pathway to Net Zero they have committed to. 

3. Create Market Mechanisms based on the embodied carbon in Products: Currently: 

• Carbon pricing has been implemented in many forms. Of the mandatory carbon 
pricing schemes, the European Union’s Emissions Trading Scheme currently has a 
price close to US$100/tCO2e and China has the largest carbon market by volume 
of emissions covered. 

• The construction industry makes extensive use of ‘Environmental Product 
Declarations’ (EPD) to show the relative carbon intensity of materials such as 
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cement and steel. Further, Engineers calculate the embodied carbon of a building 
by using Building Information Management systems and data from EPDs. This 
work does not, however, extend to costing the embodied carbon in a building. 

• However, while there are both carbon pricing and embodied carbon information 
systems these two items have not been integrated to drive decarbonization. 

This paper’s view is all three options should be pursued as they support each other. Further, 
that the key to decarbonising NSAs is decarbonizing the Products they buy, make and sell. 
This can be done in two stages: 

1) First provide information on the quantity of carbon embodied in products. This can 
help NSAs (i) manage down carbon in the Products they purchase and sell, and  
(ii) prepare for when a price will be put on their carbon content. 

2) Then provide information on the cost CDR Credits required to offset embodied 
carbon. This can start as a ‘shadow price’ exercise and develop into purchasing CDR 
Credits in accordance with the ‘Polluter Pays Principle’. The carbon cost information 
will cause: 

o Companies and other NSAs seeking to maximise profits to decarbonize to 
reduce CDR Credit cost. 

o Government entities and other non-profit NSAs with expenditure budget 
constraints to decarbonize to reduce carbon cost and hence make best use of 
their budget. 

Section 3.4 of this paper provides more detail on implementation.  

 

2.2 HOW to provide information which drives decarbonizing products? 

Part of the proposed answer is to identify ‘End Products’ and adding to their cost the cost of 
buying CDR Credits to offset the net emissions caused by making them. Then let the market 
decide their manufacturing process and sales volume. Specifically: 

• Less carbon intense manufacturing processes will have a lower cost of CDR Credits 
and so may be more used. 

• If the cost of CDR Credits increases the cost of End Products significantly then less of 
that End Product will be purchased. 

But what is an ‘End Product’? In many cases it depends on how it is used. A car is an End 
Product it is for private use but an Intermediary Product when it is a taxi. Drawing the line 
between what is and what is not an ‘End Product’ is not particularly important but using a 
consistent definition will help the pricing mechanisms proposed.  We recommend (Section 5 
action III) that the GHG Protocol adds rules enabling consistent reporting of GHG emissions 
associated with an ‘End Product.’ These emissions comprise: 

1. ‘Supply Chain emissions’ required to create the ‘End Product’; 
2. ‘Operating Emissions’; and 
3.  end of life ‘Disposal emissions’. 

For Supply Chain emissions: Make an NSA selling a Product responsible for its Supply Chain 
emissions as follows: 

• Each NSA provides an Environmental Produce Declaration (EPD), giving the carbon 
emissions embodied in each Product it produces.  These emissions comprise: 

o the NSA’s Scope 1 and Scope 2 emissions attributable to the Product; plus, 
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o embodied carbon in Products purchased by the NSA and used to make the 
Product it sells. 

• Each NSA can make itself Net Zero by: 
o Passing responsibility for Supply Chain emissions to its customers as the 

quantity of emissions per the EPD for Products sold times the CDR Credit price. 
o Buying CDR Credits for its residual emissions. Namely its Scope 1 & 2 emissions 

plus embodied carbon in Products purchased per their EPDs, minus embodied 
carbon in Products sold per their EPDs. 

For Operational Emissions: Make consumers of End-Products responsible for their Operating 
Emissions. Regulators can minimise these by requiring the price of consumables to include 
the CDR Credits needed to make them Net Zero. For example, the Net Operating Emissions of 
a vehicle can be minimised by: 

• The price of the vehicle and spare parts including CDR Credits covering carbon 
embodied in the vehicle and spare parts. 

• The price of the fuel (electricity, petrol or diesel) including CDR Credits to cover the 
carbon embodied in these forms of energy. 

This change can be implemented progressively starting with simple carbon intense 
consumables.  In this case, fuel.  Later, adding complex items. In this case spare parts. 

For Disposal Emissions: 

• Some governments make suppliers responsible for disposal of certain Products. In this 
case, the supplier pays for CDR Credits required to offset the disposal emissions.  

• Otherwise, the consumer is responsible for the Disposal Emissions. 
 

3.0 PROPOSALS 

3.1 Proposal 1: Carbon Added Cost (C-AC) Market Mechanism  
decarbonising current transactions 

This is achieved through introducing Carbon Added Cost (C-AC) accounting for GHG emissions 

embodied in Products. 

Elements of this proposal have been included in past proposals including: 

• Oliver Tickell’s Kyoto2: how to manage the global greenhouse.I 

• Prof Myles Allen’s proposal for a ‘Carbon Takeback Obligations’J. 

• Prof Robert S. Kaplan and Prof Karthik Ramanna’s proposal for ‘E-liability 

Accounting’K 

3.1.1 Purpose 

Getting to Net Zero will require a substantial ‘industry’ of Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) 

projects generating several Gt of CDR Credits per annum and selling them to firms needing to 

offset their net emissions. Rough workings based on IPCC reports suggest these CDR projects 

will be more than 1% of global GDP by 2050.   
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Carbon Added Cost (C-AC) is proposed as a Value Added Tax (VAT) type system for three 
reasons: 

1. It applies the ‘Polluter Pays Principle5L’ in getting NSAs who emit GHGs to pay for the 
cost of CDR.  

2. It motivates NSAs to decarbonize to keep their Products competitive when C-AC is 
priced in. 

3. It motivates consumers to buy less carbon intense Products given the change in prices 
caused by C-AC. 

C-AC is enabled by the six actions I to IV listed in Section 3.3.  

3.1.2 What is a VAT type system? 

Companies registered for VAT must: 
1. Pay their suppliers VAT as a % added to the cost of the goods they purchase.  

(INPUT VAT) 
2. Charge their customers VAT as a % added to the price at which they sell their goods. 

(OUTPUT VAT) 
3. Pay the government the net amount of VAT.   

(OUTPUT VAT minus INPUT VAT) 

Consumers pay VAT on their purchases.  They cannot reclaim it if they sell the item. 

For SMEs: 
1. Most VAT systems allow entities with low sales per year to trade without accounting 

for VAT.  
2. If a Company (or other NSA) buys Products from a SME which is not registered for 

VAT, then there is no INPUT VAT to reduce the OUTPUT VAT it pays. Thus, the total 
amount of VAT the government receives for the goods sold by a registered company 
(or other NSA) is not altered. 

3.1.3 Practical implementation of C-AC 

C-AC should be implemented in two steps6: 
Step A: As ‘Carbon Added Count’ – Accounting for the quantity of carbon embodied in 
Products.  
Step B: As ‘Carbon Added Cost’ – Accounting and paying for CDR Credits to achieve Net 
Zero Products. 

In addition, regulations can ease the introduction of C-AC by making it progressive. 
Specifically: 

1. Introduce C-AC Product by Product. Start with simple upstream Products such as 
hydrogen, hydrocarbon fuels, aluminium, cement, fertilizer, glass, iron and steel. 
Once it is running smoothly for these Products, extend it to more complex Products. 

 
5 The ‘polluter pays’ principle is the commonly accepted practice that those who produce pollution should 
bear the costs of managing it to prevent damage to human health or the environment. For instance, a 
factory that produces a potentially poisonous substance as a by-product of its activities is usually held 
responsible for its safe disposal. The polluter pays principle is part of a set of broader principles to guide 
sustainable development worldwide (formally known as the 1992 Rio Declaration). 
6 Introducing quantity first and the adding cost:  The EU’s plan for introducing Carbon Border Adjustment 
Mechanism follows these two steps of starting with ‘Quantity’ in 2023 adding t in 2026. 

https://www.un.org/en/conferences/environment/rio1992
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2. When the requirement to buy CDR Credits is added, start with a low % of the CDR 
Credits required for Net Zero. Then, gradually increase this to 100% to make the 
Product Net Zero. This: 

a. Avoids disruptive jumps in the cost of carbon intensive Products. 
b. Phases growth in demand for CDR Credits to match forecast growth in supply. 

3. For Products with a range of carbon intensities, it may be appropriate to specify GHG 
emissions per kg of Product and require emissions above this level to be covered by 
CDR Credits. Start with a relatively high emissions/kg and specify a series of 
reductions in emissions/kg to get to zero. Two examples of Products with a range of 
carbon intensities are hydrogen7M and aluminium.8 

To expand on the proposed 2 steps in more detail: 

 
7 Types of hydrogen with different carbon intensities: 

• Green hydrogen is near Zero Carbon. It is made by electrolyse of water

 
using near zero carbon electricity from surplus nuclear or renewable energy.  

• Blue hydrogen is mainly produced by steam reforming natural gas). The buy product is CO2 
which is captured and stored permanently. For example, in depleted oil wells. 

• Grey hydrogen Like Blue hydrogen, Grey hydrogen is created by steam reforming natural gas without 
capturing the greenhouse gases made in the process. This makes it a carbon intense product. Currently 
this is the most common form of hydrogen production. 

8 Types of aluminium with different carbon intensities: 

• Aluminium made with electricity generated by nuclear or renewable energy is low carbon. 

• Aluminium made with electricity from coal fired generation is high carbon. 

 Scope 1 
 Scope 

2A 

 Scope 

2B 

 Scope 

2C 
 Scope 3  Total 

 Bought 

from 

suppliers 

 Sold to 

cust- 

omers 

 

Overhead 

cost 

Total
 Market 

purchase 

A B C=A-B

Inputs

Purchased Products 1 10,000  10,000  3,000      3,000    7,000        

Electricity 2 20,000  20,000  20,000    20,000  -            

Diesel 2 5,000    5,000    5,000      5,000    -            

Action in the company -        -        

Burn diesel 3 10,000  10,000  -        10,000      

10,000  20,000  5,000    10,000  -        45,000  28,000    -        28,000  17,000      

Outputs

Goods sold at EPD rate 4 41,000  41,000  41,000  41,000  

Actual production 

emissions less that per 

EPDs 5 1,000    1,000    1,000       1,000    

Overhead activity 6 3,000    3,000    3,000       3,000    

-        -        -        41,000  4,000    45,000  -          41,000  4,000       45,000  

Net amount 10,000  20,000  5,000    31,000-  4,000-    -        28,000    41,000-  4,000-       17,000-  

1. Only some suppliers provide CDR Credits with Goods.  Thus only 3,000

 of the 10,000 emissions embodied in purchased Products are covered.

2. The electricity and diesel provide full CDR Credits.

3. The company must buy CDR Credits from the Market for its Scope 1 

emissions when it burns diesel.

4. The Scope 2C emissions on Goods sold are calculated per the company's 

EPDs.

5. Input less Output Carbon Quantity is 2,000 implying the EPDs for goods sold 

understate their carbon content by this amount. The company must add this 

quantity to the CDR Credits it buys.

6. Overhead activities which are not valid parts of embodied carbon in 

Products sold are estimated to incur these carbon emissions.

Company A

N
o

te
s

Per proposed change to the GHG Protocol with a Company buying CDR credits to Net Zero
 CDR Credits 

Scopes per proposed change to GHG Protocol

  1    Per current Scope 1

  2A  Per current Scope 2

  2B  Embodied carbon in energy not in current Scope 2

  2C Embodied carbon in specified non-energy Products

Carbon Quantity
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Step A: Carbon Added Count – Accounting for the quantity of carbon embodied in Products. 

1. An NSA’s net emissions are: 

Emissions embodied in Products 
bought per GHG Protocol Scope 2 
accounting9 

+ 

Scope 1 emissions 
per current GHG 

Protocol accounting 
– 

Emissions embodied 
in the Products sold 

2. Calculating the embodied carbon quantity in Products sold: 
This paper recommends requiring companies to publish Environmental Product 
Declarations (EPDs) giving the quantity of embodied carbon in the Products they sell. 
Some EPDs will be ‘standard’ quantities for Products that are frequently produced. 
Others will be for estimated actual emissions for ‘one off’ Products. 

The alternative of using ‘Actual’ emissions for each batch of a frequently produced 
Product is not recommended. It would be complex and add greatly to administrative 
work.10 

Step B: Carbon Added Cost – Accounting and paying for CDR Credits to achieve Net Zero 

Products. 

A company (or other NSA) buying a Product must buy CDR Credits with a carbon content 
equal to the Products EPD times the cost at which credits can be purchased from the CDR 
Credit market (Section 3.3 Action VI). 

Regulations will require a Supplier provide evidence that it has acquired these CDR Credits as 
part of the invoice for a transaction. The credits may be sourced by the Supplier of the 
Purchaser of the Products.  

An example of where a Purchaser which is likely to source the CDR Credits for its Suppliers is 
IKEA.11 It has around 800,000 SME suppliers. Its size will make it much more capable at 
economically sourcing CDR Credits than its SME suppliers. 

At the end of each accounting period, regulated companies must calculate the quantity of 
CDR Credits they require to make their business Net Zero and buy the amount required to 
cover any shortfall.  Should they have surplus CDR Credits, they can sell the surplus or keep it 
‘banked’ for use in the following period. See next page for an example scenario. 

Carbon Added Cost: Example of accounting and paying for CDR Credits to achieve Net Zero 

Products to cause substantive long-term planning for Net Zero.  

 
9 Coverage of Scope 2: Under the current GHG Protocol Scope 2 only covers the carbon embodied in electricity, 
steam, heat and cooling. The proposal on in this paper /is for Scope 2 to be extended, in stages, to cover a much 
wider range of Products. See notes on next page. 
10 Why using ‘Actual’ quantity is complex and hence using a standard quantity per EPD is recommended: 

1. For the company making the product it requires measuring a production process and linking to the 
Products purchased to make the Product sold. This could get complicated.  For example: 

a. What if, using the concrete company example, cement is used from a storage hopper which has 
batches of material with different carbon content added to it? 

b. Options for calculating the carbon content include FIFO, LIFO and average quantity where the 
average is recalculated each time a new batch of concrete is added to the hopper. 

2. For companies purchasing the Product it requires recalculating the embodied carbon of its own output 
Products based on purchase invoice data rather than referring to EPDs. 

11 The IKEA advice is from its Chairman in the ‘We Mean Business’ pavilion at COP27 
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3.1.4 Avoiding significant misstatements caused by fraud or error in C-AC accounting 

If an NSA accidentally, or fraudulently, incorrectly states the carbon content in the EPD of 
one of its Products the difference will show up in its net emissions. It will then be covered by 
adjusting the CDR Credits the NSA buys to make itself Net Zero. 

This ‘Balancing the books’ for each accounting period is an important safeguard which should 
be subject to assurance. It is similar to the current requirement to document and assure VAT 
accounting. Thus, while details need to be worked out, the VAT precedent gives comfort that 
a sufficiently robust system can be implemented. 

 

3.2 Proposal 2: Carbon - Net Zero Viability (C-NZV) Market Mechanism 
causing substantive long-term planning for Net Zero 

Background: 

Some NSAs, particularly companies, have committed to a year by which they will be Net Zero 
per the recommendations of the Taskforce on Climate Related Financial Disclosures and the 
Science Based Targets Initiative.  

A company’s (or other NSA’s) commitment to Net Zero by a given year is a statement that 
End Products it plans to contribute to producing will be viable after covering the cost of CDR 
Credits required to offset the residual GHG emissions in their supply chain.  

Few, if any NSAs, have tried to estimate the cost of CDR Credits they will need to meet this 
commitment. There is, therefore, doubt as to how rigorously the Net Zero Commitment is 
embedded in NSA long-term business plans. 

Recommendations: 

This paper recommends ISSB’s Climate Standard adopts CPPI’s proposed framework for 
companies to report their carbon abatement capacity (see Attachment 2). This framework 
asks companies to report their emissions abatement capacity in three sections: 

1. Proven abatement capacity being emissions that can be reduced through 
decarbonising energy sources, improved efficiency and known Product innovation. 

2. Under development abatement capacity being emissions that can be economically 
abated if the shadow carbon price is, say, a US$150/tCO2e. 

3. The remaining ‘hard to abate’ emissions for which, failing a new currently unknown 
technology, the options are to buy CDR Credits or wind-down the business.  

This framework clarifies now much of an NSA’s carbon footprint is ‘hard to abate’ and may 
therefore require the purchase of CDR Credits. Specifically, a NSA needs to identify the ‘End 
Products’ of Supply Chains which are significant to its business. Then estimating the increase 
in price at which these End Products must be sold to be profitable after covering the cost of 
CDR Credits required to reach Net Zero. Details: 

• Define the ‘End Product’: An ‘End Product’ is a Product bought by Consumers. There can 
be different views as to what ‘End Products’ are, so the GHG Protocol and hence 
accounting standards must provide rules for consistent reporting. See Appendix A of the 
GHG Consultation response. 
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• Determine the price of CDR Credits: Where a company has secured a source of CDR 
Credits, the price at which those Credits are secured can be used. Otherwise, the ‘default’ 
CDR Credit price per the GHG Protocol must be used. This paper suggests current day 
(‘Chained’) US$ prices are used. This is set out in more detail in Section 3.3 (Action V). 

• Determine the quantity of CDR Credits required: This is the total of: 

1. Embodied carbon content of the End Product (per its EPD12). 

2. Plus, an appropriate share of the reporting company emissions which are not 
allocated to End Products. That is a share of:  

Scope 1 + 
Purchased Scope 2A, 

2B, 2C emissions  – 
Scope 2B & 2C emissions 

of the Products sold 

3. Plus, an appropriate share of the CDR Credits of the Product’s Scope 3 emissions, 
which is the net emissions of the companies in the Supply Chain. As noted, it is 
difficult to determine this Scope 3 quantity. This paper therefore recommends: 

▪ Reclassifying specified carbon intense Products from Scope 3 to Scope 2B 
and 2C (Action I) 

▪ Government, or industry statisticians providing approximations based on 
the carbon intensity per dollar of sales in each section of the economy. 

• Evaluate economic viability: The evaluation may determine that the Product is fully 
economic at Net Zero, economic at reduced volumes or not economic. Decisions on 
whether to manage down or close the business should be made accordingly. 

• If a company bases its ‘Economic to Abate’ strategy on secured forward CDR Credits, it 
should provide investors with sufficient information on the nature and volume of these 
credits together with assurance that they do not come with material risks. 

• The above process should be built into WEF’s ‘Net Zero Four Step Transition PlanN’. 

 

3.3 Six Actions providing ‘building blocks’ for the two proposals 

Six actions have been set out to provide the ‘building blocks’ for the two proposals. 

Proposal 1: Carbon Added Cost (C-AC): 
Market Mechanism to impact current transactions 

  

Action I 
Move some 
emissions 

from Scope 3 
to scope 2. 

Action II 
Report Scope 
3 emissions 
net of CDR 

Credits 

Action III 
Define what is 

an ‘End 
Product’s 

Action IV 
Require EPDs 
giving gross 

and net 
emissions 

Action V 
Provide a CDR 
forward cost 

curve 

Action VI 
Create spot 
and forward 
CDR Credit 

markets 
  Proposal 2: Net Zero Viability (C-NZV):  

Market Mechanism to cause substantive long-term 
planning for Net Zero 

 

 
12 Embodied carbo content of products.  Recommended Action IV of this paper is for the GHG Protocol to 
require company EPDs to include their gross and net (net being after buying CDR Credits) carbon intensity to 
facilitate these ‘economic to abate’ calculations. 
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3.3.1    Five Actions are implemented by amending the GHG Protocol: 

I. Move upstream emissions for specified Products from Scope 3 to Scope 2. 

Specifically:  

(1) relabel Scope 2 as Scope 2A 

(2) create Scope 2B for all other energy Products including hydrocarbon fuels and 
hydrogen; and  

(3) create Scope 2C to cover embodied carbon in Products other than energy. 

Reasons:  

The GHG Protocol and hence the Exposure Drafts for ISSB require each entity to 
report all its upstream Scope 3 emissions. This will cause a great deal of work and it is 
doubtful if it will produce actionable information which drives decarbonisation. 

Moving upstream emissions for carbon intense Products from Scope 3 to Scope 2 
assigns unique responsibility for these emissions, enabling Market Mechanisms for 
cost-effectively managing down these emissions. 

Producers are incentivised to: 

• Invest to reduce emissions if this is cheaper than paying for CDR. 

• Terminate a line of business if it does not earn enough money to justify the CDR 
cost. Similarly, a city or region can terminate or adjust an activity if it does not 
provide enough benefit to justify the CDR cost. 

Purchasers are incentivised to: 

• Buy less-carbon-intense Products. 

• Terminate the business which uses the Product if the CDR cost makes this too 
expensive. 

The change reduces the complexity and materiality of Scope 3 reporting by all 
companies in a Supply Chain. 

The change should be carried out in stages by economic sector and, within sector, by 
product type. For example, it might start with carbon-intense construction materials. 
Success and lessons learned in transferring some Products from Scope 3 to Scope 2 
will facilitate making this change for other Supply Chains. 

The result is a market centered approach focused on reducing the embodied carbon 
in Products, rather than the current TCFD and SBTi focus on decarbonizing companies. 

II. Report Scope 3 emissions net of CDR Credits 

Specifically, report Scope 3 emissions net of CDR Credits which the NSA has 
reasonable grounds to believe have been purchased. This includes: 

(a) upstream and downstream emissions in Supply Chains. For example: 

• A government can require companies working in a particular sector, say 
shipping, to buy sufficient CDR Credits to make their operation Net Zero. 
Companies calculating Scope 3 then no-longer need to include shipping 
emissions as a Scope 3. 

(b) emissions caused by the consumption of End Products. For example: 
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• A government can require companies selling diesel to buy CDR Credits to 
cover the carbon emissions which will be released when it is used. This makes 
the diesel sold ‘Net Zero’. (NB: This is no more difficult than the current excise 
tax applied in most countries when diesel is sold.) 

• Given the trucks use ‘Net Zero’ fuel, the manufactures of diesel-powered 
trucks do not have emissions relating to the use of diesel by the truck’s 
operation as a Scope 3 emission. 

III. Define what is an ‘End Product’ 

Considerations on defining an ‘End Product’ are noted at the start of Section 2.2 of 
this paper and given in Appendix A of the GHG Protocol consultation response. 

IV. Require Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) to give embodied emissions 

both ‘gross’ (total emissions) and ‘net’ (after offset by CDR Credits) for specified 

Products 

Reasons and approach: 

EPD information facilitates accounting for the embodied carbon in Products. It is 
needed to: 

• Per Action I account for upstream emissions under Scope 2 rather than Scope 3. 

• Per Action II (b), charge consumers for the cost of CDR Credits, offsetting 
emissions from their use of a Product. For example, a consumer using a diesel-
fuelled truck will be charged for CDR Credits covering the carbon content of the 
diesel they buy per the EPD of the diesel. 

• Facilitate NSAs consistently providing reasonable substantiation that it is 
economically viable for them reach Net Zero by a year they commit to, by 
providing carbon emissions quantity information which can be combined with 
cost information from Action V. 

V. Provide a CDR forward cost curve 

This should be in ‘chained’ US$ of a recent calendar year and be the ‘default’ price 
used by companies which do not have a locked in source of future CDR Credits. 

Reasons:  

There is great uncertainty as to the future cost of CDR Credits. The IPCC lists many 
sources for CDR, with ranges for both the quantity of CDR which each source might 
provide, and the cost of the CDR Credits. The eventual cost will depend on: 

• Technology development and deployment up to the year at which Net Zero is 
committed. 

• The level of demand for CDR Credits: 
1. If demand is low, then the lower cost CDR sources can satisfy it.  
2. If the demand is high, then higher cost CDR sources must be used and leads to 

a higher ‘market clearing price’. 

Rather than have each company guess future costs, it is preferable for the GHG 
Protocol to provide prices which companies can use as a ‘default’ value if they do not 
have a committed source of future CDR Credits. Their reports can then provide 
consistent, comparable results.  
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Report users will receive comparable information prepared on a known basis. If they 
disagree with the GHG Protocol prices, they can inform their investment decisions by 
adjusting the results to their estimate of the cost of future CDR Credits. 

Further note: 

The initial uncertainty on CDR means the forward cost curve in the GHG Protocol will 
need to be repeatedly updated. As projects for generating CDR Credits and as the 
forward market (Action VI) mature, the forward cost curve should become stable. 

 

3.3.2    Action in addition to amending the GHG Protocol: 

VI. Create spot and forward CDR Credit markets 

Develop financial markets which enable the sale of Credits from CDR projects to firms 
requiring emission offset. Specifically: 

• A ‘spot’ market where entities with surplus credits can sell them, while those 
requiring credits can buy. 

• A forward market where contracts are exchanged for delivery of CDR Credits at a 
future date.  

• Liquidity to meet the needs of buyers and sellers. This can come from financial 
institutions, banking credits and ‘market making’. 

To minimise error and fraud, regulators would license which financial institutions and 
companies are permitted to trade on the market. Licensing requirements include the 
licensee having appropriate governance and financial strength. 

Benefits include: 

• The information companies report on their expected CDR purchases will provide 
guidance on likely demand.  This will motivate projects which generate CDR 
Credits. It will also help policy makers decide how to facilitate these projects. 

• The discussion of forward CDR pricing is likely to firm up which CDR projects are 
viable. 

• The forward market for CDR Credits can be created so: 

o Companies wishing to rely on CDR Credits can reduce the risk of such 
credits not being available at a reasonable cost by buying forward 
contracts. 

o Companies developing CDR projects can sell forward contracts to lock in 
their future revenue, reduce their business risk, and hence make it easier 
to finance their investments. 

• This forward market will, in time, provide better guidance on future CDR Credit 
prices. This information will feed into the process for revising the forward prices in 
the GHG Protocol.  

An initiative which will help the development is ‘Frontier’. (See Attachment 3) 
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3.4 Implementing the recommended actions 

As already noted, the proposal is to start only accounting for the quantity of emissions, then 
add Shadow Prices, and finally require purchase of CDR Credits.  This section notes other 
ways in which implementation can be facilitated. 

The role of sustainability and accounting standards: 

Key to implementing the recommendations in this paper will be sustainability and accounting 
standards. As noted, these are currently under development by: 

• ISSB, which IOSCO is supporting as the body to provide a ‘global baseline but not basic 
standard’. 

• The European Union’s Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD) which is 
intended to provide more rigorous requirements which are compatible with the ISSB 
standards.  

• The US SEC which also carried out a consultation last year. 

Implementation requires these accounting standards apply to all NSAs. To note: 

• The European Union is following this approach. It has advised it will require around 
50,000 NSAs to report per CSRD.  

• While ISSB’s standards are being developed with listed companies in mind, action 
should be taken to get other NSAs to comply with them. 

Facilitating implementation: 

Implementing the proposed change to accounting for emissions for whole economies is a 
mammoth task. So, as the saying about eating an elephant goes, it needs to be done a bite at 
a time. Specifically: 

• Identify the professions whose expertise lends itself to this work and enlist their help. For 
the construction industry this is Quantity Surveyors who monitor quantities and cost 
Products and projects. For other industries, such as petrochemicals, there will be experts 
guiding decision making to optimize operations. Implementing the proposals will be 
greatly helped by the support of these experts. 

• Take a sector-by-sector approach. Further, within sectors it may be best to implement 
some Products earlier than others. 

• Prioritize decarbonizing the ‘up-stream’ end of Supply Chains. In particular, sources of 
energy and carbon intense basic materials such as aluminum, concrete, fertilizer, glass, 
hydrogen and iron/steel. 

• Don’t just set a Net Zero date. Set pathway with a series of dates by which carbon 
intensity must be reduced to a certain level. These steps will be less costly and hence 
easier than going to Net Zero in one step. Periodically review this pathway to see if 
decarbonisation can be accelerated. Examples of this type of policy: 

• For a State: The USA’s policy objective of all the electricity on its Grid being Net Zero 
by 2035O. 

• For a company: China Light and Power’s ‘Climate Vision 2050P’. 
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• Start with large companies in the implementation of carbon accounting and CDR Credit 
purchasing. Then add hospitals, schools and government departments. After this have 
cities, regions and countries take responsibility for offsetting the remaining emissions 
from their areas. Do this as a hierarchy: 

• Cities to buy CDR Credit for net emissions from their territory. (IE: After coverage by 
other NSAs in the city.) 

• Regions to buy CDR Credits for net emissions from their territory. (IE: After coverage 
by the NSAs in them including cities.) 

• States must buy CDR Credits for net emissions not covered by their regions.  

Note: The total quantity of Carbon Dioxide and Methane by city, region and country 
will mainly be provided by satellite monitoring.Q 

• Implement initially in high-income jurisdictions. If necessary, use Carbon Border 
Adjustment Mechanisms of the type that the EU is planning to minimize carbon leakage. 

 

3.5 WHAT IF the recommended actions are taken? 

We believe implementing the recommendations in this paper will greatly accelerate global 
decarbonisation and fund whatever CDR is needed to offset residual emissions, thus 
increasing the chances of keeping global warming below 2°C. 

The actions focus on decarbonising Products. This can lead to decarbonising companies and 
other NSA such as hospitals and government departments. Next, cities are responsible for 
their residual emissions.  Then regions and finally countries.  

The approach employs the Market Mechanism to achieve results, reducing the extent to 
which progress on decarbonisation is determined by the pace of UNFCCC negotiations. 

 

3.6 Issues requiring further study 

3.6.1 Ensuring CDR Credit quality 

For CDR Credits to be acceptable there must be high confidence that they are effectively 
permanent.  Further study is required on: 

• The definition of what is an acceptable storage quality. For example, would a 90% chance 
of storing for 1,000 years be acceptable? 

• Whether insurance against the stored carbon leaking can play a role.  The advantages of 
insurance include: 

o Having the insurance company assess the quality of the project. 
o The pay-out from insurance funding to both stop leaks should they occur and 

purchase replacement CDR credits to cover the amount of the leakage. 

• What role assurance might play. 

• What regulatory agencies will oversee measures which ensure the quality of CDR 
projects. 

3.6.2 Assurance 

Assurance is essential as the proposed system of Product accounting involves a high volume 
of high value transactions. This is not covered by this paper. 
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The CPPI Framework noted in Action V and detailed in Attachment 2 provides a structure for 
NSAs to provide assurable information on their ability meet their decarbonisation 
commitments. 

AA1000AS V3 provides a starting point for considering what is requiredR. 

3.6.3 Talent pipeline: Ensuring sufficient experts to implement this paper’s proposals. 

For this the starting point is to identify the professions whose expertise lends itself to this 
work and enlist their help.  

• For the construction industry this is Quantity Surveyors who monitor quantities and 
cost Products and projects.  

• For other industries, such as petrochemicals, there will be experts guiding decision 
making to optimize operations. Implementing the proposals will be greatly helped by 
the support of these experts. 

3.6.4 Data sharing and data management 

The proposals lead to the creation of substantial information of commercial value. A study is 
needed on how the integrity of this data can be assured and the extent to which it is public 
domain.  Noting: 

• Public availability of this information with excellent analytic tools is beneficial to 
markets finding the fastest way to decarbonize. 

• Some NSAs may believe that limiting information on, for example, how much they can 
decarbonize a Product will help their commercial position. 

3.6.5 Economic opportunities in the ‘circular economy’ from valuing embodied carbon 

Transitioning to the circular economy will be financially incentivized by valuing embodied 

carbon in End Products - a glass is made once but washed a thousand of times. 

Specifically, it will improve the value proposition of recycling and hence boost employment at 

the same time as it reduces the need for CDR. For example, it incentivises the following 

changes: 

• Food & Drink outlets serving drinks in reusable glasses and cups which they employ 
staff to clean rather than in disposable plastic. 

• Employing people to collect used glass bottles and process them to make cutlets from 
which new glass bottles can be made. 

An assessment should be made of the potential boost to the economy and employment 

opportunities from this type of change. 
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4.0 CONCLUSION 

The ‘missing piece’ of global governance for achieving Net Zero fast enough to avoid truly 
dangerous climate change is mechanisms to motivate decarbonisation of Products (both 
goods and services).   

Net Zero Products are key to Net Zero NSAs, Net Zero countries and global Net Zero.  

Two Market Mechanisms are proposed. 

PROPOSAL 1:  Carbon – Added Cost (C-AC) – Market Mechanism to impact current 
transactions: 

This mechanism is needed to: 

1. Motivate NSAs to reduce the carbon intensity of the Products they produce. 

2. Motivate NSAs and consumers buying Products to purchase less carbon intense ones. 

3. Raise money to pay for the Carbon Dioxide Removal (CDR) required. The quantity of CDR 
required includes: 

a. Offsetting the residual emissions of new Products. 
b. Drawing down excess GHGs in the atmosphere if, as the IPCC predicts, the pace of 

decarbonisation leads to an ‘overshoot’ prior reaching Net Zero. 
c. Offsetting net GHG emissions from nature if, as is likely, carbon stores such as the 

Arctic permafrost be further destabilized by global warming. 

The proposal is to introduce C-AC accounting for GHG emissions embodied in Products 
(Section 3.1). This will be a Value Added Tax (VAT) type system applying the ‘Polluter Pays 
PrincipleS’ for NSAs which emit GHGs to pay for the cost of CDR. The result is: 

1. NSAs are motivated to decarbonize to keep their Products competitive when C-AC is 
priced in. 

2. Consumers are motivated to buy less carbon intense Products when C-AC is priced in. 

Note: C-AC is not a tax. Rather, it is getting GHG emitters to pay for the cost of removing 
these GHGs from the atmosphere. It can be implemented in manageable steps starting with 
quantities, then adding shadow prices and finally paying for CDR Credits. 

Implementation is practical if done progressively. Specifically: 

1. Start with accounting for quantities. Then move to Shadow Pricing for the CDR cost. 
Then move to paying for CDR Credits.  

2. Implement by industry sector, and within industry sector start with simple, carbon 
intense Products such as cement, concrete, fertilizer, hydrogen and steel. 

Implement initially in high income jurisdictions with, if necessary, Carbon Border 
Adjustment Mechanisms to prevent action being undercut by imports which do not bear 
the CDR Credit cost. 
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PROPOSAL 2: Carbon- Net Zero Viability (C-NZV): Market Mechanism to cause substantive 
long-term planning for Net Zero Some NSAs, particularly companies, have committed to a 
year by which they will be Net Zero. 

Few, if any, have disclosed estimates of the cost of CDR Credits they will need to buy to meet 
this commitment. There is, therefore, doubt as to how rigorously the Net Zero Commitment 
is embedded into their long-term business plans. 

This paper therefore proposes ISSB’s Climate Standard include a default method for NSAs to 
substantiate they have an economically viable pathway to operate at Net Zero by the year for 
which they have made a Net Zero commitment. (Section 3.2)  Specifically: 

• NSAs follow CPPI’s proposed framework (Appendix 2) for determining their 
abatement capacity. This identifies operations which will have residual emissions by 
the committed Net Zero year and thus require the purchase of CDR Credits. 

• Next estimate the increase in price at which End Products it contributes to must be 
sold to be profitable after covering the cost of CDR Credits required to reach Net Zero.  
For this it is recommended that the GHG Protocol provides, based on IPCC reports, a 
‘default’ CDR Credit price for companies without a committed source of credits. 

• The economic viability evaluation may determine that the Product is fully economic at 
Net Zero, economic at reduced volumes or not economic. Decisions on whether to 
manage down or close the business can be made accordingly.  
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5.0 ATTACHMENTS 

Attachment 1 GHG Protocol consultation response 

The covering paper is supported by a paper responding to the WBCSD and WRI’s 
consultationT on how the GHG Protocol should be amended.  

Its findings include: 

1. The GHG Protocol forms the basis for virtually all carbon accounting standards and 
tools see diagram on next page. Thus, changes to the GHG Protocol have the great 
merit of uniformly upgrading GHG reporting. More than that, it is difficult to see how 
the upgrade can be done without changing the GHG Protocol. 

2. ISSB’s proposed Climate Standard’s requirement to report per the GHG Protocol’s 
current definition of Scope 3 emissions is likely to cause a great deal of work on 
voluminous reporting which is unlikely to strongly drive decarbonization (Appendix B 
of the GHG Protocol consultation response.) 

It recommends supporting Product carbon accounting to drive decarbonisation per the 
covering paper by amending the GHG Protocol as follows: 

I. Move ‘Upstream Emissions’ for specified Products from Scope 3 to Scope 2.  
For clarity implement this change by: 

a. Renaming the existing Scope 2 as Scope 2A. This covers embodied carbon in 
electricity, steam, heat and cooling.  

b. Creating Scope 2B to cover all other fuels including hydrocarbon fuels and 
hydrogen. 

c. Creating Scope 2C to cover embodied carbon in Products other than those 
covered by Scope 2A & 2B. 

II. Report Scope 3 emissions net of CDR Credits which the reporter has reasonable 
grounds to believe have been purchased. This includes (a) upstream and 
downstream emissions in Supply Chains; and, (b) emissions caused by the 
consumption of End Products. 

III. Define End Products. - See its Appendix A for details. 

IV. For specified Products require Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs) giving 
both their ‘gross’ (total emissions) and ‘net’ (after offset by CDR Credits.) embodied 
emissions. 

V. Provide a CDR forward cost curve in ‘chained’ US$ of a recent calendar year which to 
provide ‘default’ prices for companies which do not have a locked in source of future 
CDR Credits. 

See next page for a diagram illustrating the effect of amendments I and II. 

Its Appendix C provides the example cement and concrete illustrating the Carbon Accounting 
Cost proposal would operate in a Supply Chain of three companies. 
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Amendments I and II to the Scopes per the GHG Protocol are illustrated by this diagram:U  
Amendments III and IV enable their implementation. 

 

 

To repeat the key point: Motivation to decarbonize is improved and reporting made less 
onerous by:  

GHG Protocol amendment 1: Moving emissions: 

• FROM Scope 3 where they must be reported by all companies in a Supply Chain, are 
difficult to measure and are only loosely related to business decisions. 

• TO Scope 2 where one company is responsible for reporting and managing them. 

GHG Protocol amendment II: Excluding from Scope 3 Upstream and Downstream emissions 
which have been offset by CDR Credits. 

  

Modified from above by 

the author of this paper. 
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Attachment 2 CPPI’s Proposed Abatement Capacity Assessment Framework 

CPPI’s proposed framework, which is recommended in the covering paper’s Action V, asks 
companies to report their carbon footprint into three categories: 

1. Proven abatement capacity: Emissions which can be eliminated by  
(a) decarbonisation of purchased electricity; (b) efficiency improvements; and (c) 
upgrades using proven technology. 

2. Under-development abatement capacity: This covers emissions, left after category 1, 
which it would be economic to debate if there was a US$150/tCO2e shadow carbon 
price. 

3. Hard to abate emissions.  For these, barring new inventions, there are two options. 
An orderly run down and closure of the business. 

This approach facilitates reporting the information in an evidence-based, assurable manner. 
It provides consistent reporting which will enable investors to compare the ease with which 
different companies can reach Net Zero.  

The framework was proposed by CPPI at COP26 in 2021 and refined by November 2022 for 
COP27 by the following paper: 

Webpage:  www.cppinvestments.com/insights-institute/the-decarbonization-imperative 

PDF: www.cppinvestments.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Decarbonization-Imperative-
vF-EN.pdf 

An example application of the CPPI’s framework is its Trafford Centre as explained in this 
podcast: www.cppinvestments.com/insights/transitioning-to-net-zero-is-your-company-ready-

lessons-from-applying-the-abatement-capacity-assessment-framework Quotes from this Podcast: 

• The framework helps identify what abatement can be done and at what price.  For the 
Trafford Centre this led to bringing forwards investment plans which provided substantial 
abatement for little cost. 

• Making a representation to the financial markets that you will be Net Zero Commitment by 
2050 is providing 28-year forward guidance.  It carries a burden of proof that you can deliver. 
Reporting standards need to cover this.  

• Adopting the framework reduces risk and facilitates getting the trust of investors, regulators 
and employees. 

Richard Manley explained the framework well in a webinar which the Hong Kong Institute of 
CPA and Hong Kong University of Science and Technology ran May 2022.  Extracts:  

• https://youtu.be/iD04-RkIyyQ 15 minutes comprising 7 minutes setting the context followed 
by the 8 minutes explaining the framework. Or https://youtu.be/biwbMUj44Po: for the 8 
minutes explaining the framework.  

One concern on the CPPI’s paper is the definition of ‘Economic to Abate’ on its page 9. This is 
valid for cashflows for, perhaps, up to 20 years but of dubious efficacy for determining 
whether it is viable to keep operations running in 2050 with net emissions offset by a 
significant purchase of CDR Credits.  See the covering paper’s recommended Action V. 

  

http://www.cppinvestments.com/insights-institute/the-decarbonization-imperative
http://www.cppinvestments.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Decarbonization-Imperative-vF-EN.pdf
http://www.cppinvestments.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Decarbonization-Imperative-vF-EN.pdf
http://www.cppinvestments.com/insights/transitioning-to-net-zero-is-your-company-ready-lessons-from-applying-the-abatement-capacity-assessment-framework
http://www.cppinvestments.com/insights/transitioning-to-net-zero-is-your-company-ready-lessons-from-applying-the-abatement-capacity-assessment-framework
https://apc01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fyoutu.be%2FiD04-RkIyyQ&data=05%7C01%7Crgibson%40ust.hk%7C6ec0056d02c94d7cbb9608dac6338de1%7Cc917f3e2932249269bb3daca730413ca%7C1%7C0%7C638040221979104305%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C0%7C%7C%7C&sdata=SUUVWLLJJwdZAd%2BOItyWnchp7MAgPD7bss4ZSDa5zqo%3D&reserved=0
https://youtu.be/biwbMUj44Po
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Attachment 3 FRONTIER developing Advanced Market Commitments for CDR 

As noted in the covering paper, greatly increase CDR capacity is needed to keep global 
warming below 2°C. Demand for CDR Credits is a key to accelerating the development of this 
capacity. The ‘Frontier’ initiative is a ‘pilot’ for what will be needed on a vastly greater scale. 

FRONTIER was set up in 2021/22 with a group of large companies, aided by McKinsey, which 
have committing to pay US$925 to fund Advanced Market Mechanism up to the end of 2030 
for development of Carbon Dioxide Removal Technologies.  

A similar Advanced Market Mechanism was successfully used to accelerate the development 
of Covid Vaccines. 

Mckinsey: Our partnership with FRONTIERV 

Carbon removal entails removing CO2 from the atmosphere and storing it somewhere 
environmentally safe, such as in rocks, in oceans, or underground. Although the primary 
drivers to meet the 1.5-degree pathway set by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) are carbon emissions avoidance and emissions reductions to a near-zero level, 
carbon removal is increasingly being identified as a crucial part of the equation in limiting 
global warming. 

Frontier is the $925 million advance market commitment (AMC) to purchase permanent 
carbon removal before 2030, by McKinsey Sustainability in partnership with fellow founders 
Stripe, Alphabet, Shopify and Meta. 

Frontier aims to accelerate the development of permanent carbon removal technologies and 
expand the global supply of carbon removal, by guaranteeing future demand. The initiative 
intends to send a strong signal to researchers, entrepreneurs, and investors that there is a 
market for carbon removal and to begin building now. 

Frontier can play an important role in helping scale the technologies needed to remove 
carbon from the atmosphere – which in combination with significant emissions reductions – is 
crucial to limit the global temperature increase to 1.5 degrees Celsius. 

“If we need to remove 10 billion tons at $100/ton, or even $10/ton someday, that’s a $100 
billion to a $1 trillion a year market by 2050. In short, the carbon removal market needs to 
grow very meaningfully…By providing suppliers with a strong demand signal, Frontier aims to 
give more entrepreneurs, scientists and operators the confidence to start building, and to do 
so with urgency. Nan Ransohoff, Head of Frontier. 

Stacy Kauk of Shopify’s TEDW introduces the idea.  Her resource list: 

• Shopify, 2022 | Article "Buying Carbon Removal, Explained"  

• Shopify, 2022 | Article "How to Kick-Start the Carbon Removal Market: Shopify's 
Playbook" 

• www.cdrprimer.org  2021 | "Carbon Dioxide Removal Primer" 
https://cdrprimer.org/read  

  

https://www.shopify.com/climate/buy-carbon-removal
https://www.shopify.com/about/environment/sustainability-fund/carbon-removal-market-report
https://www.shopify.com/about/environment/sustainability-fund/carbon-removal-market-report
http://www.cdrprimer.org/
https://cdrprimer.org/
https://cdrprimer.org/read
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6.0 Acronyms and Definitions 

Acronyms used: 
CAC Carbon Added Cost. Might also Carbon Added Count (As proposed in Section 3.1 of this paper) 
CDR  Carbon Dioxide Removal 
DCF Discounted Cashflow analysis 
EPD Environmental Product Declaration 
GHG  Greenhouse Gas as defined in the GHG Protocol 
IFRS International Financial Reporting Standard Foundation 
IOSCO International Organization of Securities Commissions 
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
ISSB International Sustainability Standards Board 
NCD National Determined Contribution per the Paris Agreement 
NSA Non State Actors including Business, Financial Institutions, Cities and Regions 
SME Small and medium sized enterprises 
UNEP United Nations Environment Programme 
UNFCCC United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change 

Defined key words which are capitalised: 
Consumers: People who purchase and consume End Products. They do not use the End Product to make and 
sell another Product. 
Net Zero: When GHGs emitted are offset by permanent, assured removal of GHGs from the atmosphere. 
Products: Products include Goods and Services.  
End Products: Products used by consumers. It is recommended that the GHG Protocol proposes rules for 
deciding what is an End Product. Per Appendix A of the GHG Protocol Response which accompanies this paper. 
Intermediary Products: Products which are used to make End Products, or which are part of an End Product 
.Market Mechanism: The market mechanism is a system of the market where the forces of demand and supply 
determine the price and quantity of goods and services tradedX. 
Sector: Sector of the economy. Examples: (1) Cement manufacture. (2) Maintaining a dairy herd of cows. 
Supply Chain:  A network of individuals and companies who are involved in creating a product and delivering it 
to the consumer. Links on the chain begin with the producers of the raw materials and end when the finished 
Product is delivered to the end user.  www.investopedia.com/terms/s/supplychain.asp   This paper chooses to 
use the term Supply Chain rather than ISSB uses of ‘Value Chain’ for the following reasons: 

• Supply Chain covers the Product’s life up to delivery to the Consumer. Value Chain could be taken to 
include how the Consumer uses a Product. 

• To avoid confusion with the alternative meaning of ‘Value Chain’ as per Michael Porter’s (HBS) work, 
where the term ‘Value Chain’ is used for the stages of business activity within one company. 
www.investopedia.com/terms/v/valuechain.asp. 

State: Sovereign countries. 

Greenhouse Gas Scopes - GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting & Reporting StandardY 
Scope 1: Direct GHG emissions from sources owned or controlled by the company, for example, emissions from 
combustion in owned or controlled boilers, furnaces, vehicles, etc.; emissions from chemical production in 
owned or controlled process equipment. Direct CO2 emissions from the combustion of biomass shall not be 
included in Scope 1 but reported separately. GHG emissions not covered by the Kyoto Protocol, e.g., CFCs, NOx, 
etc. shall not be included in Scope 1.  

Scope 2: Accounts for GHG emissions from the generation of purchased electricity, steam, and heating/cooling.  
consumed by the company. Purchased steam, and heating/cooling is defined as electricity, steam, and 
heating/cooling that is purchased or otherwise brought into the organizational boundary of the company. Scope 
2 emissions physically occur at the facility where electricity is generated. 

Scope 3: An optional reporting category that allows for the treatment of all other indirect emissions. That is 
other than purchased steam, and heating/cooling. Scope 3 emissions are a consequence of the activities of the 
company but occur from sources not owned or controlled by the company. Some examples of Scope 3 activities 
are extraction and production of purchased materials; transportation of purchased fuels; and use of sold 
products and services. 

NB: There is no subdivision of Scope 2 in the current GHG Protocol. See Section 3.3 proposed Action 1 of this 

paper for proposals to amend the GHG Protocol to (1) relabel Scope 2 as Scope 2A; (2) Create Scope 2B for all 

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/supplychain.asp
http://www.investopedia.com/terms/v/valuechain.asp
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other energy Products including hydrocarbon fuels and hydrogen; and (3) Create Scope 2C to cover embodied 

carbon in Products other than energy. 
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